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Isolationism - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isolationism
Isolationism is a category of foreign policies institutionalized by leaders who assert that
their nations' best interests are best served by keeping the affairs of other countries at a
distance. One possible motivation for limiting international involvement is to avoid being
drawn into dangerous and otherwise undesirable conflicts.

Introduction · Isolationism by country

Japan: Isolationism & Internationalism | History Today
https://www.historytoday.com/.../japan-isolationism-internationalism
Jean-Pierre Lehmann explores Japan's transition from isolation to internationalisation.
Jean-Pierre Lehmann | Published in History Today Volume 32 Issue 1 January 1982 â€¦

Sakoku - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sakoku
Sakoku (éŽ–å›½, "closed country") was the isolationist foreign policy of the Japanese
Tokugawa shogunate under which relations and trade between Japan and other countries
were severely limited, nearly all foreigners were barred from entering Japan, and common
Japanese people were kept from leaving the country for a period of over 220 years.

Trade under sakoku · Terminology · Rationale · Challenges to seclusion

Isolationism
Isolationism is a category of foreign policies
institutionalized by leaders who assert that
their nations' best interests are best served
by keeping the affairs of other countries at a
distance. One possible motivation for
limiting international involvement is to avoid
being drawn into dangerous and otherwise
undesirable conflicts. There may also be a
perceived benefit from avoiding international
trade agreements or other mutual
assistance pacts.
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The Seclusion of Japan - WFU
users.wfu.edu/watts/w03_Japancl.html
Japan's isolation policy was fully implemented by Tokugawa Iemitsu, the grandson of
Ievasu and shogun from 1623 to 1641. He issued edicts that essentially closed Japan to
all foreigners and prevented Japanese from leaving.

Causes - Japanese Isolation
https://japaneseisolation.weebly.com/causes.html
Japan's isolation began right before the Tokugawa Shogunate began, and the first
Europeans were ariving in Japan. They brought items to trade with the Japanese â€¦

Japan Must Reject Isolationism - NYTimes.com
https://www.nytimes.com/.../japan-must-reject-isolationism
Aug 18, 2015 · Japan has never been pacifist. It has supported wars the United States
has fought, including through huge billion dollar contributions.

What caused Japanese isolationism during the Tokugawa
...
https://www.quora.com/What-caused-Japanese-isolationism-during-the...
What caused Japanese isolationism during the Tokugawa shogunate? What were its
effects on the country?

The Japanese Internet and its Tokugawa-style
Isolationism
https://www.tofugu.com/japan/japanese-internet-isolationism
Why Japan has secluded itself ... Tokugawa-Style Isolationism On The Japanese
Internet ... Perhaps the greatest example of isolationism in the Japanese ...

What is true about Japanese Isolationism - Answers.com
www.answers.com › â€¦ › Countries, States, and Cities › Japan
After its isolationism, Japan became an imperialist country.Japanese citizens who left
Japan were banned from returning.Japanese citizens were not allowed to â€¦

The Edo Period in Japanese History - Victoria and Albert
...
www.vam.ac.uk/content/articles/t/the-edo-period-in-japanese-history
Many objects in the V&A's collections come from the Edo period (1615 - 1868), a period
of great significance in Japan's history. At the beginning of the seventeenth century, the
country was unified under the Tokugawa family after years of civil unrest.

In Deep: The Isolation of Japan | The Slow Road Travel
Blog
https://www.butterfield.com/.../08/05/in-deep-the-isolation-of-japan
The Isolation of Japan BY Orsolya Kako Asia-Pacific | Japan. While Sakoku, Japanâ€™s
long period of isolation from 1639 to 1853, kept it closed off from much of the world, one
upshot was the rise of cultural touchstones that persist to this day.

Ukiyoe Art Style During Period Of Japanese Isolationism
...
www.ukessays.com › Essays › History
Ukiyo-e was an art style that came out of a period of Japanese isolationism beginning in
the 18th century. Ukiyo-e itself translates from the ...
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